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     Assembly Instructions for Kali-Ko Holiday Inn #K626W 
        

 

                                   
 
 

Inventory:  The Kali-Ko Holiday Inn #K626W consists of (6) #C72  72” high panels (with 
fold down clips attached), (2) #CTD72 72” high triple doors  (2) #F26 floors (1) #F26W 
pre drilled floor (3) #24D divider panels, (1) #C72C lid (top) (24) #250 floor divider clips 
(18) #175 door clips (48) #200 panel clips (32) #FDC fold down clips (12) #KHI wall 
clips (to connect to the divider panels) (3) #NLC non locking casters (3) #LC locking 
casters (6) #CWC caster wheel clips. Note*: Please make sure your inventory is 
complete. 
 
 
Step 1: All the floors come marked with a label showing the “short side” of the floor.  All 
floors will be installed with the flat side down and with the “short side” label on the right.  
This will allow the divider panels to be installed on the left side of the floor’s middle 
divider bar (the divider panels will be centered this way)*. Please follow the “pre-drilled 
floor and wheel instructions” enclosed with this unit.   
 
 
Step 2: Unwrap the sections of the panels and place in the shape of a 2’x6’ area, 
making sure that both #CTD72 triple doors are in front, on either side of a regular #C72 
panel. Do not connect the #200 panel clips to the last door and the center panel yet 
…you will need access to place the floors inside the unit.   Next, place the bottom floor 
(short side to the right) inside the 2’x6’ area and connect the floor and panel by 
snapping on (2) #250 floor divider clips, attaching each near the ends of the panel to the 
floor (See figure 1).  For #F26W pre-drilled floors attach (3) #250 floor divider clips per 2 
ft. section.  
 
 
Step 3:  Take a #24D divider panel and place on the left side of the floor’s middle bar.  
The flat side of the divider panel will go against the floor’s middle bar.  Next, attach (2) 
#HI wall clamps to the divider panel and outer enclosure panel (See figure 2-looking 
from the inside).  Place (2) #KHI wall clamps on the other side of the enclosure. 
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Step 4:  The enclosure comes with #FDC fold down clips attached on the inside panels.  
Fold down these clips so that they are flat and place the second floor inside the 
enclosure, on top of the divider panel. Next, attach the #250 floor divider clips and panel 
divider as shown in the previous steps. 
 
 
Step 5:  Place the #F26 last floor in and the #24D last divider and secure as shown in 
the previous steps. 
 
 
Step 6:  Attach the #C72C lid on top, making sure the #200 panel clips are facing down. 
 
 
Congratulation!  You are now ready to use your Kal-Ko Holiday Inn #K626W 
enclosure. 
 
 

         Fig. 1                                                                                             Fig. 2 

           
 
 
 

 *Note-divider panels may be removed later and re-arranged according to desired configurations of Holiday Inn.  
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